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Abstract 
 

Objective: The behaviors of endothelial cells or mesenchymal stem cells are remarkably 

influenced by the mechanical properties of their surrounding microenvironments. Here, 

electrospun fiber meshes containing various mechanical characteristics were developed from 

polyetheresterurethane (PEEU) copolymers. The goal of this study was to explore how fiber 

mesh stiffness affected endothelial cell shape, growth, migration, and angiogenic potential of 

endothelial cells. Furthermore, the effects of the E-modulus of fiber meshes on human adipose-

derived stem cells (hADSCs) osteogenic potential was investigated. 

Methods: Polyesteretherurethane (PEEU) polymers with various poly(p-dioxanone) (PPDO) 

to poly (ε-caprolactone) (PCL) weight percentages (40 wt.%, 50 wt.%, 60 wt.%, and 70 wt.%) 

were synthesized, termed PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70, accordingly. The 

electrospinning method was used for the preparation of PEEU fiber meshes. The effects of 

PEEU fiber meshes with varying elasticities on the human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVECs) shape, growth, migration and angiogenic potential were characterized. To 

determine how the E-modulus of fiber meshes affects  the osteogenic potential of hADSCs, the 

cellular and nuclear morphologies and osteogenic differentiation abilities were evaluated. 

Results: With the increasing stiffness of PEEU fiber meshes, the aspect ratios of HUVECs 

cultivated on PEEU materials increased. HUVECs cultivated on high stiffness fiber meshes 

(4.5 ± 0.8 MPa) displayed a considerably greater proliferation rate and migratory velocity, in 

addition demonstrating increased tube formation capability, compared with those of the cells 

cultivated on lower stiffness fiber meshes (2.6 ± 0.8 MPa). Furthermore, in comparison to those 

cultivated on lower stiffness fiber meshes, hADSCs adhered to the highest stiffness fiber 

meshes PEEU70 had an elongated shape. The hADSCs grown on the softer PEEU40 fiber 

meshes showed a reduced nuclear aspect ratio (width to height) than those cultivated on the 

stiffer fiber meshes. Culturing hADSCs on stiffer fibers improved their osteogenic 

differentiation potential. Compared with cells cultured on PEEU40, osteocalcin expression and 

alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity increased by 73 ± 10% and 43 ± 16%, respectively, in cells 

cultured on PEEU70. 

Conclusion: The mechanical characteristics of the substrate are crucial in the modulation of 

cell behaviors. These findings indicate that adjusting the elasticity of fiber meshes might be a 

useful method for controlling the blood vessels development and regeneration. Furthermore, 
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the mechanical characteristics of PEEU fiber meshes might be modified to control the 

osteogenic potential of hADSCs. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Ziel: Das Verhalten von Endothelzellen oder mesenchymalen Stammzellen wird erheblich von 

den mechanischen Eigenschaften der Mikroumgebung beeinflusst. Hier wurden 

elektrogesponnene Fasernetze mit unterschiedlicher Elastizität aus Polyetheresterurethan 

(PEEU) hergestellt. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, den Einfluss der Elastizität von Fasernetzen auf 

die Zellmorphologie, Proliferation, Migration und Angiogenese von Endothelzellen zu 

untersuchen. Außerdem war der Einfluss des E-Moduls von Fasersubstraten auf die Bindung 

an die Abstammungslinie von humanen Fettstammzellen (hADSCs) untersucht. 

Methoden: Polyesteretherurethane (PEEU) mit unterschiedlichen Poly(p-dioxanon) (PPDO) 

to Poly (ε-Caprolacton) （PCL）-Gewichtsverhältnissen (40:60, 50:50, 60:40, 70:30) wurden 

synthetisiert und als PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60 bzw. PEEU70 bezeichnet. Die Fasernetze 

wurden durch Elektrospinnen von PEEU hergestellt. Dann wurden humane Endothelzellen der 

Nabelschnurvene (HUVECs) auf diesen elektrogesponnenen Fasernetzen aus 

Polyetheresterurethan (PEEU) kultiviert, die sich in ihrer Elastizität unterscheiden. 

Zellmorphologie, Proliferation, Migration und Angiogenese von Endothelzellen auf den 

abbaubaren Substraten wurden charakterisiert. Für den Einfluss des E-Moduls von 

Fasersubstraten auf die Bindung an die Abstammungslinie von hADSCs-Zellen und die 

Kernmorphologie wurde die Fähigkeit zur osteogenen Differenzierung bewertet. 

Ergebnisse: Das Aspektverhältnis von HUVECs, die auf den Fasernetzen aus PEEU-

Materialien kultiviert wurden, nahm mit zunehmender Steifheit der Materialien zu. HUVECs, 

die auf Fasernetzen mit hoher Steifheit (Young-Modul E = 4,5 ± 0,8 MPa) kultiviert wurden, 

zeigten eine höhere Proliferationsrate und eine signifikant schnellere 

Migrationsgeschwindigkeit sowie ein höheres Röhrenbildungsvermögen als die Zellen, die auf 

Fasernetzen mit niedriger Steifheit kultiviert wurden (E = 2,6 ± 0,8 MPa). Des Weiteren zeigten 

an steiferen PEEU70-Fasernetzen (PPDO: PCL = 70:30) gebundene hADSCs eine verlängerte 

Morphologie im Vergleich zu jenen, die auf weicheren Fasern kultiviert wurden. Das 

Kernaspektverhältnis (Breite gegen Länge eines Kerns) von hADSCs, die auf weicheren 

PEEU40-Fasern (PPDO: PCL = 40:60) kultiviert wurden, war niedriger als auf steiferen Fasern. 

Die osteogene Differenzierung von hADSCs wurde durch Kultivierung auf steiferen Fasern 

verstärkt. Im Vergleich zu PEEU40 wurde in Zellen auf PEEU70 eine 73 ± 10% ige Steigerung 
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der Osteocalcin-Expression und eine 34 ± 16% ige Steigerung der Aktivität der alkalischen 

Phosphatase (ALP) beobachtet. 

Schlussfolgerung: Die mechanischen Eigenschaften des Substrats spielen eine Schlüsselrolle 

bei der Modulation des Zellverhaltens. Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass das Einstellen 

der Elastizität der Fasernetze eine potenzielle Strategie zur Modulation der Bildung oder 

Regeneration von Blutgefäßen sein könnte. Darüber hinaus könnte die Differenzierung von 

hADSCs durch die Anpassung der mechanischen Eigenschaften von elektrogesponnenen 

Fasern gestaltet werden.  
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Abbreviations and Symbols 
 

  

% Percentage 

° Degrees (Angles) 

°C  Degrees Celsius (temperatures) 

3D Three dimensional 

ALP Alkaline phosphatase 

BSA Bovine serum albumin 

CA Contact angle 

CD31  Platelet and endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1) or 

cluster of differentiation 31 

ECs Endothelial cells 

ECM Extracellular matrix 

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

E-modulus Young’s modulus, Elastomeric modulus 

et al. et alii 

EtO Ethylene Oxide 

FBS Fetal bovine serum 

g·mol-1 Gram per mole 

GPC Gel permeation chromatography 

h Hours 

hADSCs  Human adipose-derived stem cells 

HDI Hexamethylene diisocyanate 

HUVEC Human umbilical vein endothelial cell 

LDI Lysine-based diisocyanate 

min Minutes 

MMP Matrix metalloproteinase 

MPa  Megapascal 

MSC Mesenchymal stem cell 

n Number of samples 

ng Nanogram 
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OCN Osteocalcin 

PBS Phosphate buffered saline 

PCL Poly(ε-caprolactone) 

PPDO Poly (p-dioxanone) 

RUNX2 Runt-related transcription factor 2 

SD Standard deviation 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

T Temperature 

TCP Tissue culture plate 

Tm Melting temperature 

Tg Glass transition temperature  

U Unit 

vs  Versus 

v/v Volume/volume 

vWF von Willebrand factor 

w/v Weight/volume 

w/w Weight/weight 

wt.% Weight percentage 

ε Strain 

εb Elongation at break 

σ Stress 

µm Micrometer 

 

 

 

 

Note: the abbreviations listed above are singular, whereas any abbreviations present in the text 

ending with an ‘s’ are plural. The polymer abbreviations starting with lowercase letter ‘c’ in 

the text present chemically cross-linked polymer networks 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1  Biophysical cues modulate cell fate and function 

Cells are encircled by both cellular and non-cellular factors, and cell behaviors are modulated 

by responses to the soluble and insoluble factors derived from their niche [1]. The important 

components of the cell niches include cell-cell interactions, cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) 

interactions, secreted factors, and biophysical cues [2, 3]. Biophysical signals comprise both 

extracellular-derived inputs and cell-generated responses that can be generally categorized into 

three categories: direct applications of mechanical force, just as fluid shear stress and cyclic 

strain; conventional biological stimuli, including soluble factors and adhesion molecules; 

physical properties of materials [4].  
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Figure 1-1 External biophysical factors regulate cell behavior and function.  

The ECM’s mechanical properties, including elasticity, actively participate in the modulation 

of cell function. The mechanical properties of the ECM also influence cell fate. Cells may 

perceive the ECM’s mechanical signals, exert stress on it, and thereby further change the 

composition of ECM [5-8]. Interactions of cells and the ECM play a crucial role in the 

modulation of cell behaviors, such as viability, morphology, growth [9, 10], migration, and 

differentiation [10]. In addition, the mechanical properties of the ECM can be altered during 

pathological states, and can actively participate in the processes associated with disease 

progression and tissue homeostasis [11, 12].  
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1.2  Cellular mechanosensory processes 

Cells can perceive, transmit signals, and answer to both dynamic and static mechanical stimuli 

through exerting traction tensions that mediate cell-ECM adhesions and alter downstream 

processes. The cell membrane contains diverse mechanosensitive molecules, for example, the 

integrin family, G protein-coupled receptors, stretch-activated ion channels, and growth factor 

receptors that activate various mechanotransduction pathways [13, 14]. The members of the 

integrin family are among the most widely investigated cell receptors and are known to mediate 

cell attachment and regulate various cellular behaviors [15]. Integrins perform their actions by 

selectively binding to ECM glycoproteins that have been deposited on the substrate surface, 

such as fibronectin, laminin, and collagen [16]. The specificity of integrin-ligand interactions 

is determined by various combinations of α and β subunit isoforms [15, 17], which form 

heterodimers that can detect extracellular stimuli. Mechanical stimuli can be transduced 

through both direct and indirect pathways that eventually reach the cell nucleus. Direct 

mechanotransduction signals are triggered as a result of mechanical loading and transfer 

information to the nucleus through the axis of ECM-integrin-cytoskeleton-nucleus, resulting in 

the activation of mechanosensitive genes [18]. Indirect pathways that are activated in response 

to mechanical stimuli involve multiple signaling cascades, resulting in the activation of Rac, 

Cdc42, mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), and Rho/Rho-associated coiled-coil 

containing protein kinase (ROCK) [19]. 

It's been suggested that the nucleus can act as a cellular mechanosensor. Alterations in nuclear 

shape can cause conformational changes in chromatin structure and organization, which can 

cause the effects on transcriptional regulation, modulating cell growth or differentiation [20]. 

The ECM’s mechanical forces can be detected by cells and delivered to the nuclear surface 

through the cytoskeleton. Because intracellular stress is balanced partly due to the nucleus, 

these mechanical forces can cause changes in the nuclear shape, suggesting that changes in the 

nuclear shape might be regulated by changes in substrate rigidity [21-24]. 

 

1.3  Modulation of stem cell’ fates using polymeric biomaterials 

Stem cells are tightly regulated by environmental niches, and changes in their 

microenvironments could dramatically influence their behaviors and differentiation capacities. 

Biomimetic scaffolds could potentially provide a controlled environment capable of directing 
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the attached cells’ behaviors and differentiation capacities. Studies have explored methods to 

promote hADSCs’ osteogenic differentiation by tuning the properties of biomimetic fiber 

meshes, which represents a potential approach for the restoration of bone defects.  

Materials that feature suitable properties, such as specific surface topographies [25-31], that 

force a cell to form a certain shape [32-34], or varying degrees of stiffness [35-40], could be 

used to modulate cell fates. Increasingly sophisticated function-orientated materials are under 

development, including biomaterials with tunable mechanical properties [4]. 

 

1.3.1 General requirements of polymeric biomaterials 

Biomaterials refer to substances that are designed to react with biological systems for  medical 

purposes, such as the treatment, repair, or replacement of functional tissue within the body [41]. 

Currently, biomaterials are utilized for application containing regenerative medicine, 

controlled drug delivery systems, medical devices, and tissue engineering [42-45]. The general 

requirements of biomaterials [46] can be categorized as follows. 

(1) Biomaterials and their degradation products should not be poisonous and should be able to 

be removed harmlessly from the human body to reduce unfavorable foreign body reactions 

after implantation. 

(2) The degradation rate should match the rate of tissue regeneration.  

(3) The mechanical characteristics of the biomaterials must be appropriate for the required task. 

Materials that feature mechanical features that are similar to those at the implanted sites can be 

beneficial for the preservation of structural stability and integrity, and they should provide 

suitable mechanical properties for implanted cells [47]. 

(4) Biomaterials should be easily tailored to match the requirements of the application task. 

(5) Good biocompatibility is necessary. Biocompatibility influences cells adhesion, viability, 

migration, and proliferation, and poor biocompatibility may cause severe immune reactions 

and rejection following implantation. 

Synthetic polymers feature tunable properties, including mechanical strength and erosion 

behaviors compared with natural polymers, such as collagen. Moreover, natural polymers may 

be associated with unwanted side effects. Therefore, biodegradable synthetic polymers have 
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been explored intensely to be used in tissue regeneration and nano-/micro-scale drug delivery 

systems [48]. 

In addition, the architecture of biomaterials is very important. The use of structures featuring 

innate interconnected pores and high porosity can ensure efficient nutrient diffusion to cells 

within the construct and via the ECM generated by these cells. A porous scaffold also allows 

for the diffusion of waste products produced by the cells. 

 

1.3.2 Electrospun fiber meshes derived from biomaterials 

Porous structures can be produced from various polymers using diverse processes, such as 

template synthesis, phase separation, self-assembly, melt blowing, and electrospinning [49-52]. 

 

Figure 1-2 An electrospinning apparatus is depicted in a figure. 

In comparison to other approaches, electrospinning is a simple, adaptable, and cost-effective 

for the production of fibrous structures [51]. The electrospinning machinery (as showed in 

Figure 1-2) primarily comprised of a syringe pump, a spinneret that is linked to a high-voltage 

power source, and a grounded collector [51, 53, 54]. Electrospinning can produce nano- and 

micro-fibers by employing an electric field to propel a jet of polymer solutions or polymer 

melts [55]. During the electrospinning process, a high voltage (usually 10-30 kV) is supplied 

to a polymer solution, which produces polymer melts or charged threads of polymer solutions 

at nano- or micro-fiber diameters. 

Electrospinning can be used to produce fiber mesh scaffolds made from various polymer 

materials, such as synthetic polymers and natural proteins. Many fiber mesh scaffolds have 

been made from various polymers, including poly (ε-caprolactone) (PCL) [56, 57], and the 
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copolymer poly[(p-dioxanone)-co-(L-lactide)]-block-poly(ethylene glycol) [58]. Several fiber 

meshes fabricated using polymers have been used in blood vessel and bone tissue engineering. 

Previous studies have shown that electrospun fiber meshes derived from PCL materials are 

well-suited for bone tissue applications [59, 60]. Other studies have shown that scaffolds 

containing PCL, such as the starch: PCL (30:70 wt.%)-based fiber mesh scaffolds [61], PLLA- 

and PCL- based fibrous scaffolds [62], and PCL/PLA blend nanofiber scaffolds, are favorable 

for hMSC osteogenic differentiation [63]. Researchers have also fabricated fiber meshes from 

the copolymer poly[(L-lactid)-co-(ε-caprolactone)](75:25) and found that they were ideal 

tissue engineering scaffolds for blood vessel engineering [64, 65].  

The production of fiber meshes using the electrospinning technique allows for the adjustment 

of scaffold features. Research has shown that the properties of fibers, such as morphology or 

thickness, and the final fiber mesh properties (size, shape, thickness, and porosity), can 

influence cell behaviors [66]. By partially mimicking the cellular microenvironment, the fiber 

network structure can provide relevant signals to modulate cell behaviors. In addition, fiber 

mesh scaffolds can be designed to resemble the human ECM, mimicking the ECM structure, 

which can be used to investigate the role placed by the ECM on cell behaviors. Scaffolds with 

fibers in the micrometer range have a high ratios of surface area to volume, which can enhance 

cell adhesion to the scaffolding material and is characterized by a high porosity that can be 

used to allow the passage of a wide range of proteins, like growth factors, enzymes, signaling 

molecules, and therapeutic drugs. The mechanical features of the fiber meshes should be 

designed to match those found at the implanted sites to preserve the structural integrity of the 

implanted sites, establishing an appropriate mechanical environment for the implanted cells. 

These factors could be adjusted [67] to modulate cell behaviors, such as cell adhesion, 

spreading, proliferation, and differentiation [68]. 

 

1.4  PDC and PEEU copolymers 

PCL is a biocompatible, absorbable synthetic polymer. PCL with a high molecular weight is 

synthesized by ε-caprolactone’s ring-opening polymerization. The mechanical features of PCL 

make it appropriate for a variety of applications. The PCL polymer is widely used as an 

implantable biomaterial in various devices that have been approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) for current clinical applications during specific applications within the 

human body. Poly(p-dioxanone) (PPDO) has also demonstrated suitable biocompatibility and 
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mechanical features, which are likely to be suitable for a multitude of applications in the 

medical industry [69]. 

The degradation time of synthetic biomaterials should match the time of regeneration or 

required treatment, and the mechanical features of the biomaterial must be appropriate for the 

required task. The use of a copolymer allows for the tuning of the degradation rate, host 

compatibility, and mechanical properties. 

At our institute, a copolyetheresterurethane multiblock copolymer (PDC) was previously 

synthesized, containing PPDO segments and PCL segments. Low molecular weight 

diisoyanate was employed to combine the polymer blocks via urethane linkages. In the end, 

products with an average molecular weight of more than 105 g⋅mol-1 were obtained. The 

degradability and thermal and mechanical properties of PDC are adjustable by varying the 

molecular parameters. Lowering the PPDO (hard segments) weight percentage reduced the 

polymer’s E-modulus and increased the elongation of polymer. Because PDC has a very low 

glass transition temperatures, biomaterials generated from it forming elastic materials at body 

temperatures.  

Fiber meshes of PDC, in contrast to rigid films, behave like a textile and may conform to the 

curvature of tissues found at the implantation site. Tensile tests results of PDC films 

demonstrated a low stiffness (E-modulus = 20 ± 1 MPa) and a high elongation at break (εb = 

420 ± 30%) [70], whereas the electrospun scaffolds were characterized by an increased 

Young’s modulus (E-modulus = 50 ± 10 MPa) and a reduced deformability value (εb = 210 ± 

30%) [71]. PDC was characterized as a hydrophilic material both in the form of flat films and 

fiber meshes scaffolds, with water contact angles of 63 ± 4◦ and 56 ± 5◦ (PDCran) [70]. PDC is 

a shape-memory multiblock copolymer that is flexible and biodegradable. PDC was found to 

undergo linear mass loss in both enzymatic degradation and hydrolytic experiments. The pace 

of degradation may be adjusted by modifying the weight ratio between PPDO and PCL in the 

polymer and by changing the surface to volume ratio of the scaffold [72, 73]. 

PDC shows a cell-selective adhesion ability in vitro. PDC is able to selectively enhance the 

adhesion of ECs whereas inhibiting the attachment of smooth muscle cell, both as film 

materials and as fiber meshes scaffolds [70, 71], which indicated that PDC might offer a great 

replacement for the restoration of blood vessels [70, 71].  
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PDC films might possess an angiogenic potential in vivo, and PDC has been shown to stimulate 

the formation of new blood vessels in close proximity to implanted tissues in the rat neck and 

in the chorioallantoic membranes of chicken eggs [74, 75].  

In summary, PDC is a viscoelastic and flexible polymer with a low Tg, which is better for a 

possible implant. The adjustable biodegradability, changeable mechanical features, low 

thrombogenicity [76], the ability to selectively enhance the adhesion of ECs [70, 71], and pro-

angiogenic properties[74, 75] contribute to the characterization of PDC as a desirable implant 

candidate for blood-contact usages, vascular implants or EC selective’ devices, for example.  

In this thesis, a multi-block copolymer, PEEU, composed of PPDO and PCL segments using 

lysine-based diisocyanate (LDI) linkers, was synthesized using the previously described 

method for the generation of PDC, which was a PEEU generated using hexamethylene 

diisocyanate (HDI) linkers. Fiber meshes scaffolds were synthesized using an electrospinning 

method. Hopefully, these scaffolds could act as a supporting matrix for bone tissue engineering, 

directing mesenchymal stem cells to differentiate into osteoblast cells and promoting 

angiogenesis of endothelial cells to form blood vessels. 

 

1.5  Cells needed in bone regeneration 

Hence, biomimetic fibrous scaffolds with defined stiffness could modulate hADSCs and 

HUVECs behaviors to promote their capacity for bone regeneration, and improve vascular and 

bone regeneration in the human body following transplantation. 

 

1.5.1 Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) 

Endothelial cells (ECs) are mesoderm-derived cells that comprise the endothelium, a one-cell 

thick layer that lines all blood vessels [77]. HUVECs are the most widely employed human EC 

type because they’re easily accessible, devoid of known pathological processes and are 

physiologically relevant compared with numerous others established cell lines. 

ECs participate in various physiological processes, such as hemostasis, blood vascular tone, 

inflammation, angiogenesis, and wound healing [78]. ECs are typically continually exposed to 

different mechanical factors, including shear force and the stiffness of blood vessel. ECs can 
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perceive mechanical stimuli and modulate the organization of the actin cytoskeleton’s structure 

in an integrin-dependent way to transmit mechanical forces into meaningful cellular functions, 

including angiogenic potential [79-83].  

1.5.2 Human adipose-derived stromal cells 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are a multipotent stem cell type, with the capability for self-

renewal, and the potential to differentiation into a variety of cell types, containing adipocytes, 

chondrocytes, and osteoblasts [84]. Hence, MSCs could be used for the renewal of various 

mesenchymal tissues, containing adipose tissue, muscle, cartilage, and bone. MSCs were 

originally found out in bone marrow and can now be easily acquired from a variety of 

mesenchymal tissues, containing adipose tissue and skeletal muscle [85]. Adipose tissue 

represents an appealing supply for MSCs, because adipose tissue is abundant and readily 

accessible using routine liposuction procedures, which are typically associated with minimal 

morbidity [86-88]. hADSCs have been reported in applications designed to maintain the 

integrity of bone, cartilage, and other tissues. hADSCs expand rapidly, can sustain their 

differentiation potential when grown in vitro cultures, and are currently extensively utilized in 

preclinical and clinical studies. In addition, hADSCs have been reported to undergo osteogenic 

differentiation in response to minimal stimulation by exogenous cytokines and are considered 

as a promising way for skeletal repair. 

As mentioned above, hADSCs can differentiate into various mature mesenchymal cell types, 

containing adipocytes and osteoblasts. A range of signaling pathway and transcription factors 

are involved in the differentiation of hADSCs into adipocytes or osteoblasts, and several 

researches have reported an inverse relationship between adipogenic and osteogenic 

differentiation, indicating that the upregulation of osteogenic differentiation factors is 

associated with the downregulation of adipogenesis and vice versa (Figure 1-3) [89, 90]. 
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Figure 1-3 Reverse correlation between osteogenesis and adipogenesis. 

Bone consists of a specialized cell type, osteoblasts, and the remodeled surrounding ECM, 

which contains collagen type I, osteocalcin (OCN), osteopontin, and mineralized matrix or 

hydroxyapatite. The molecules that control the osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal cells 

have been carefully investigated, and RUNX2/CFBα1, a helix-loop-helix nuclear factor, has 

been found to initiate the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) is 

also highly expressed during osteogenic differentiation, and OCN is highly expressed during 

the late osteogenesis stage [91] (Figure 1-4).  

 

Figure 1-4 The biogenesis of osteoblasts is described in a schematic. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Motivation and Aims 

 

An ideal biomaterial for tissue engineering applications should possess good biocompatibility, 

be nontoxic, feature an appropriate level of biodegradability, and have suitable mechanical 

properties to promote cell adhesion, growth, and differentiation, while simultaneously avoiding 

the initiation of host immune responses [92, 93]. 

The degradability, the thermal properties, and mechanical features of PDC were previously 

shown to be adjustable through the variation of molecular parameters. These materials are 

elastic at room temperature and exhibit excellent elongation properties. A stiffer polymer could 

be obtained by increasing the quantity of PPDO. PEEU is a similar material to PDC, except a 

much better biocompatibility linker, LDI. LDI-based polyurethanes (PEEU) have been 

characterized with reduced cytotoxicity and better hemocompatibility than HDI-based 

polyurethanes (PDC) [94]. Additional hydrogen bonding groups (carbonyl and ester oxygen 

atoms) on the ethyl ester side group of LDI may additionally contribute to LDI-based 

polyurethanes' hydrophilicity [95], which could promote the adhesion of cells . 

Fabricated three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds are more biomimetic than two-dimensional (2D) 

substrates because the cells are exposed to 3D microenvironments in vivo. Moreover, the 

scaffolds in near-physiological environments were found to possess desirable mechanical 

properties, high porosity, and physical stability, which could be used to modulate cell 

attachment, proliferation, development, and differentiation toward preferred lineages [96]. This 

research examined four PEEU compositions featuring various PPDO proportions ranging from 

40 wt.% to 70 wt.%, which were referred to as PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70. The 

scaffolds were fabricated using the electrospinning method to mimic the ECM's native 

components and structural features [97-99]. Electrospun fiber meshes feature a 3D structure 

with an interconnected pore system. 

The limited availability of fibrous scaffolds that are similar to the natural ECM in blood vessels 

has limited the exploration of the physiological responses of ECs to the ECM and the 

exploration of the mechanisms that underly mechanical perceiving and the associated 
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downstream pathways in ECs. Understanding of how proper physical signals are employed to 

govern the angiogenesis process is crucial to controlling a range of favorable cellular processes 

to promote regeneration [100, 101]. Furthermore, understanding the physical signals that 

govern angiogenesis may assist in the development of desired biological structures capable of 

restoring normal EC functions in wounded tissues or organs while inhibiting pathological 

angiogenesis, such as that occurs during tumor growth [102]. The findings of this study will 

aid in a better understanding the effects of the E-modulus of fiber meshes on the therapeutic 

efficiency of EC implantations and facilitate the design of more suitable scaffolds, featuring 

optimal E-modulus characteristics, to increase the regenerative potential of these biomaterials. 

In addition, loss or dysfunction of skeletal tissue as a result of trauma, injury, disease or ageing 

can result in considerable morbidity and is associated with enormous economic costs [103]. 

Currently, clinical treatments for bone repair and restoration typically focus on bone 

transplantations, including the gold standards of autografts and allografts. Bone transplantation 

methods are faced with several challenges, including considerable donor shortages, donor site 

injuries, and morbidity, resulting in substantial limitations on these procedures [104]. In recent 

years, researches have attempted to meet the urgent need for bone augmentation and skeletal 

repair by using new approaches to skeletal tissue formation. These studies have aimed to 

combine stem cells and tissue-mimicking scaffolds with specific lineage-inducing biological 

factors to design new robust, and reproducible methods for the enhancement of bone formation. 

This research could combine to our understanding of which cell types can be easily obtained 

and differentiated into bone tissue, and what types of fiber meshes can be used to promote these 

cells to differentiate into bone. Furthermore, the findings of this study could better inform the 

design of biomaterials featuring the optimal stiffness for the promotion of hADSCs toward 

osteogenic differentiation.  

 

In summary, the aims of this project were as follows: 

1) Four types of multi-block copolymer PEEU, composed of different PPDO and PCL 

segments using LDI as a linker were synthesized. The PPDO weight ratio was varied 

among 40 wt.% and 70 wt.%. The mechanical properties of PEEU can be adjusted with 

the variation of PPDO composition. 

2) The characteristics of fiber mesh scaffolds generated using the four PEEU materials in 

combination with the electrospinning method were examined, to optimize several key 
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parameters of the electrospinning method to produce fiber meshes with similar fiber 

diameters and porosity as ECM.  

3) Fiber mesh scaffolds derived from the multiblock copolymers featuring various elastic 

properties were developed, and their effects on EC behaviors were examined, including 

cell morphology, growth, migration, and tube formation ability. 

4) The effects of fiber mesh scaffolds featuring various elastic properties on the 

differentiation of hADSCs into osteogenic lineages were examined, including how the 

mechanical properties of the meshes affected hADSCs morphology. 
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Hypotheses, Concept, and Strategies 

 

Hypotheses and Concept 

PEEU copolymers were synthesized using LDI as a linker instead of the HDI used in PDC and 

the mechanical features of PEEU can be adjusted by changing the PPDO proportion, with 

increased PPDO proportions associated with the formation of a stiffer polymer.  Therefore, we 

hypothesized that PEEUs would possess good biocompatibility, be non-toxic, display the 

proper biodegradability characteristics, and feature suitable mechanical characteristics to 

promote cell adhesion, growth, and differentiation, which would suggest that PEEUs represent 

ideal biomaterials for use in human body implantations during tissue engineering applications. 

Microfiber mesh scaffolds capable of mimicking the natural ECM can contribute to cell 

proliferation. In addition, these scaffolds feature large surface areas, which would be beneficial 

for cell attachment and extracellular protein deposition. Hence, microfiber mesh scaffolds were 

fabricated to adjust cell adhesion and growth for applications in regenerative medicine. 

Differences in the E-modulus of fiber meshes can influence cell behaviors. We hypothesis that 

HUVECs are influenced by their culturing microenvironment, and are capable of sensing and 

responding to the mechanical features of PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds; therefore, variations in 

the E-modulus values of fiber meshes could influence EC attachment, morphology, 

proliferation, and tube formation abilities. The increased stiffness of fiber meshes could also 

induce integrin accumulation and activation in hADSCs, elongating the cell morphology, 

causing the elongation of the nucleus and promoting the differentiation of hADSCs into 

osteogenic cell lineages. 

In Section 4.2, The effects of alterations in EC substrate stiffness on the angiogenesis process 

of HUVECs, which are generated from the endothelium of veins in the umbilical cord, were 

investigated using an in vitro model of the vascular endothelium. HUVECs are used to examine 

the function and pathophysiology of ECs in vitro (e.g. angiogenesis) [83]. HUVECs can sense 

physical signals from their surroundings, such as elasticity, which resulting in changes in cell 
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functions.  The impact of substrate elasticity on HUVEC functions were investigated by 

culturing HUVECs on electrospun PEEU fiber meshes containing various elasticities. The 

effects of varying substrate elasticities on cell morphologies were carefully studied. We further 

studied whether PEEU-derived fiber meshes with different elasticities influence other EC 

behaviors, such as migration, proliferation, and angiogenesis.  

In Section 4.3, the effects of fiber mesh stiffness on hADSC behaviors were examined by 

culturing hADSCs on electrospun PEEU fiber meshes. Changes in cell morphologies were 

carefully examined to determine the influences of varying the mechanical features of the fiber 

meshes on the osteogenesis of hADSCs.  

 

Strategies 

The goal of this research was to identify polymers with good biocompatibility to meet the 

requirements for use in potential implantation and tissue restoration applications. A polymer 

was fabricated, named PEEU, using LDI as the linker instead of the HDI linker used in the 

previously studied polymer, PDC. LDI shows better biocompatibility than HDI; therefore, 

PEEU was chosen as the polymer material for this study. PEEU multiblock copolymers 

containing PPDO and PCL segments were fabricated, with four different weight percentages 

of PPDO: PCL (w/w), and the PPDO proportion ranging from 40 wt.% to 70 wt.%. 

Electrospinning can be used to produce fiber mesh scaffolds from polymeric solutions and 

allows for the adjustment of various scaffold features, including the mechanical properties of 

the fibers and fiber morphology and thickness. Hence, the electrospinning technique was 

selected in this project for the production of the four different types of PEEU fiber meshes. 

Uniform diameter microfibers meshes were generated by controlling the electrospraying 

parameters, including the polymer solution concentration,  the mass flow rate, and humidity. 

The resulting fiber meshes were sterilized with ethylene oxide 10% (v/v) at 54 ºC, 1.7 bar 

pressure, 65% relative humidity, and 3 hours of gas exposure time, followed by 21 hours of 

aeration phase to allow for the applications of the scaffolds in sterile cell cultures.  

To characterize the properties of the fiber meshes, SEM was carried out to characterize the 

morphologies and the fiber diameter distributions of the generated PEEU fiber meshes. A 

tensile strength testing experiment was used to measure the mechanical properties of the 

generated PEEU fiber meshes.  
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To verify the hypothesis that varying the stiffness of the fiber mesh could influence EC 

behaviors, HUVECs were cultured on PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds with different elasticities. 

After overnight cultivation, enabling the cells to fully attach to the scaffolds, the scaffolds and 

attached cells were transferred into a new well containing fresh culture medium (as shown in 

Figure 3-1). The viability, cell shape, growth, migration, and angiogenic potential of cells 

cultured on the varied stiffness of fiber meshes were examined. 

To evaluate the influence of fiber mesh stiffness on hADSC behaviors, fiber mesh scaffolds 

generated using PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 were used to evaluate cell 

behaviors. hADSCs were seeded onto the fiber meshes, and after overnight cultivation, the 

fiber meshes and associated cultured cells were transferred into a new well (as shown in Fig.3-

1). The viability, cell attachment, cell shape, and nuclear aspect ratios of the cells cultured on 

the fiber mesh substrates were evaluated. Cells were seeded with a high density to perform the 

osteogenic differentiation experiment. First, the cell densities on each fiber mesh substrate were 

measured. Then, cells osteogenic differentiation was initiated by the addition of osteogenic 

differentiation medium. The expression levels of the osteogenesis related protein RUNX2, 

OCN, and the activity of bone-specific ALP were measured to assess the osteogenesis potential 

of hADSCs cultured on the fiber meshes. Finally, matrix mineralization was evaluated by 

measuring the levels of the late-stage osteogenic differentiation marker, hydroxyapatite using 

fluorescence staining. 
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Figure 3-1 Scaffolds preparation and study design. (Ⅰ) Micrographs of PEEU scaffolds. (Ⅱ) 

Scaffolds were punched into a round shape with a diameter at 12 mm.  (Ⅲ) Scaffolds were put 

into wells of 24-well plate and cells were seeded onto them with proper density. (Ⅳ) Scaffolds 

incorporating with cells were put into new wells for the following experiments. (Ⅴ) and (Ⅵ) 

Elasticity of scaffolds on HUVECs behaviors in Section 4.2 and hADSCs osteogenic 

differentiation in Section 4.3. 
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Results and Discussion  

 

4.1 Characteristics of PEEU fiber meshes  

 

4.1.1 Molecular weights of PEEU multiblock copolymers 

A multiblock copolymer (PEEU) was developed, composed of PPDO and PCL segments and 

using LDI as the linker. The multiblock polymers were provided by Dr. Karl Kratz, Dr. Michael 

Zierke, and Monique Hannemann at our institute. The proportion of PPDO varied between 40 

wt.% to 70 wt.%. Four different PEEU materials were synthesized, using the method illustrated 

by Kratz et al. [73] and Grablowitz and Lendlein [105]. Figure 4-1 depicts the chemical 

structure of the PEEU material. 

 

Figure 4-1 Chemical structure of the PEEU multiblock copolymer. 

The molecular weights and polydispersity index values of  were measured by gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC), using trichloromethane as the solvent and polystyrene as a standard. 

Dr. Michael Zierke performed this characterization at our institute. The weight-average 

molecular weights (Mw) of PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 were 91 kg⋅mol-1, 82 

kg⋅mol-1, 88 kg⋅mol-1, and 134 kg⋅mol-1, respectively. In addition, their polydispersity index 

values were 1.9, 2.5, 2.4, and 2.2, respectively (Table 4-1). The results were consistent with 

those of a previous research [106].  

Table 4- 1 Molecular weights (GPC) of PEEU materials 
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This table was generated for this thesis according to the characterization data. GPC: gas 

permeability chromatography; Polyetheresterurethane, PEEU; Poly(p-dioxanone), PDDO; 

Poly(ε-caprolactone), PCL; polydispersity index value, D. 

 

4.1.2 Thermal properties of PEEU materials 

The thermal characteristics of the PEEU multiblock copolymers were measured using 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The DSC thermogram of PEEU materials are shown 

in Figure 4-2 and the thermal properties, showed in Table 4-2, were calculated from the second 

heating curve. For all prepared PEEU materials, the melting temperature of PCL was between 

39.3 ºC and 45.1 ºC (Table 4-2). Therefore, the PCL remained in a solid state during the planned 

trials which were performed at 37 ºC. 

The thermal properties of PEEU polymer scaffolds were examined in the previously reported 

study [106]. The multiblock copolymer PEEU exhibited glass transitions (Tg) at -14 °C, which 

was associated with the presence of the PPDO segments, and two melting transition 

temperatures (Tm), observed at 41 and 92 °C, were associated with the PCL and PPDO 

segments, respectively [106], which were similar to the previously reported results for PDC 

[73].  
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Figure 4-2  DSC thermogram of PEEU materials: second heating curve (solid red line) and 

cooling curve (dotted blue line). DSC thermogram of PEEU40 (A), PEEU50 (B), PEEU60 (C), 

and PEEU70 (D) were showed respectively. 

Table 4-2 Thermal properties of PEEU materials 

 

 

4.1.3 Fiber diameter variation of the PEEU fiber meshes 

The morphologies of PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 were examined using SEM. 

Figure 4-3 (A) shows the SEM images for the various PEEU scaffolds. A histogram showing 

the average fiber diameter distribution, according to the analysis performed on the fiber mesh 
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SEM images, can be observed in Figure 4-3 (B). Average fiber diameters (shown as mean ± 

SD) of the fiber meshes originates from PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 were 1.7 ± 

0.5 µm, 1.4 ± 0.6 µm, 1.4 ± 0.5 µm, and 1.7 ± 0.4 µm, accordingly. No significant differences 

in fiber diameters were observed among the groups. Micron scale fibers (2 µm) of PDC were 

determined to represent promising candidate materials for blood-contact biomaterial 

applications compared with submicron-scale fibers (0.5 µm) [107]. HUVECs cultured on 

micron-scale fibers displayed increased adhesion and improved proliferation and viability 

compared with HUVECs cultured on submicron-scale fibers [107]. Therefore, the PEEU 

scaffolds generated in this study featuring micron-scale single fibers (1.4 – 1.7 µm) may also 

represent promising candidate materials for the support of HUVEC attachment and 

proliferation.  
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Figure 4-3 SEM micrographs of PEEU fiber meshes (A) and associated diameter distributions 

(B), showing the distributions of fiber diameter measured in all PEEU fiber meshes. The scale 

bar is 25 µm. 
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4.1.4 The modulus of elasticity of PEEU fiber meshes 

Figure 4-4 shows stress-strain curves acquired during the tensile tests of the fiber mesh derived 

from PEEU materials, which were conducted at 37 °C under dry conditions.  

 

Figure 4-4 Stress–strain curves for fiber meshes derived from PEEU40 (blue line), PEEU50 

(orange line), PEEU60 (grey line), and PEEU70 (yellow line). 

In addition, the mechanical features are showed in Table 4-3. The elasticity values of the PEEU 

fiber meshes rose from PEEU40 to PEEU70, as the PPDO composition increased, indicating 

that the elasticity is probably associated to the weight content of PPDO (hard segments) within 

the fibers. The E-modulus of PEEU70 fiber meshes is higher than that of PEEU40 fiber meshes 

(showed in Figure 4-5). The elongation values of all of the tested PEEU fiber meshes were 

above 150%, which is consistent with the previously reported data [106]. In contract, the E-

modulus of the PDC50 scaffold was 51 ± 8 MPa [72], compared with the average E-modulus 

of approximately at 4 ± 1 MPa of the PEEU scaffolds examined here. This difference may be 

a result of the higher number-average molecular weight of 75 kg⋅mol-1 observed for PDC, 
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compared with the values obtained for the various PEEU compositions, and the use of a 

different conjugate linker. 

Table 4-3 Mechanical characteristics of the investigated fiber meshes generated from PEEU 

materials, as determined by a tensile test performed in air at 37 °C. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-5 E-modulus quantification of PEEU scaffolds (n PEEU40 = 8; n PEEU50 =7; n PEEU60 = 

4; n PEEU70 = 4). Results are expressed as mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple 

comparisons test was used to statistically analyze the data. p < 0.05, *. Results are expressed 

as mean ± SD. 
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In summary, the parameters of electrospinning method were optimized to achieve the 

production of scaffolds that featured similar diameters (approximately 1.5 µm) and porosity 

values (60%) [106]. Micron-scale fibers in high porosity scaffolds contribute to cell attachment 

and proliferation. The glass transition temperatures are below body temperature and two 

melting transition temperatures (Tm), were all observed above 37°C. Therefore, the PEEU 

scaffolds were characterized as being soft and elastic materials, representing promising 

candidates for use in body implantation applications. The PEEU scaffolds showed increasing 

stiffness with the increasing incorporation of PPDO segments, and the E-modulus for PEEU70 

was significantly higher than that of PEEU40, which may influence cells behaviors. 
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4.2 Endothelial cell activity is modulated by the elasticity of PEEU 

fiber meshes  

In this section, an in vitro model of the vascular endothelium was used to explore the effects 

of fiber meshes stiffness on angiogenesis in ECs. HUVECs, which are generated from the 

endothelium of umbilical cord veins, can be employed to provide an in vitro model for studying 

the ECs function (e.g. angiogenesis). The effects of PEEU scaffold elasticity on HUVEC 

behaviors were investigated, and the morphology, migration, proliferation, and angiogenesis 

of cells grown on PEEU scaffolds were carefully studied.  

 

4.2.1 Characterization of HUVECs 

HUVECs were successfully cultured according to the provided protocol of the used medium. 

The cells were homogenous with indistinct cell borders. They showed a typical cobblestone 

form, which is typical pattern of ECs (Figure 4-6A). CD31 (cluster of differentiation; also 

known as platelet and endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1, PECAM) and vWF (von 

Willebrand factor) are considered to be good EC biomarkers [108, 109]. The cultured HUVECs 

were higher than 95% of CD31- and vWF- positive, as detected using a flow cytometric assay 

(Figure 4-4B), indicating the high purity of HUVECs in our culture. 
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Figure 4-6 Characterization of HUVECs. (A) Cell shape illustrated the typical cobblestone 

form associated with HUVECS at both low and high densities. Cells became tightly packed but 

did not overlap one another when maintained at confluence. The scale bar is 200 µm. (B) 

HUVEC purity was assessed by flow cytometry. CD31 (light-blue area) was detected in 99.5% 

of cells and vWF (light-blue area) was detected in >95% of cells compared with an isotype 

control (red areas). 

 

4.2.2 Cell viability assay for HUVECs  

Prior to evaluating the effects of varying stiffness of PEEU fiber meshes on the angiogenic 

potential of HUVECs, we first determined whether the cells could survive on PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds. All four types of PEEU fiber meshes were explored in the biological studies. 

Immunofluorescence staining was carried out on HUVECs cultured on PEEU fiber meshes, 

and both living and dead cells could be detected, as shown in Figure 4-7 (A). The result showed 

that the distributions of live and dead cells were similar for cultured grown on all four types of 
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PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds. Living cells accounted for greater than 80% of the detected 

HUVECs cultured on all four types of PEEU fiber meshes scaffolds (Figure 4-7B). In contrast, 

only 63% of living HUVECs cells were observed on PDC scaffolds with randomly orientated 

fibers, reported by  C. Ruder in [107]. Overall, large cell numbers and high percentages of 

viable cells were identified on all four types of PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds, which displayed 

relatively similar patterns of distribution, indicating that these electrospun PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds were relatively biocompatible and could be used for the culturing of HUVECs.  
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Figure 4-7 Cell viability assay performed in HUVECs cultivated on PEEU fiber meshes. (A) 

Fluorescence staining was taken to identify live and dead HUVECs cultured on fiber meshes 

derived from all PEEU scaffolds after 6 days of culture. Calcine acetomethoxy (AM; green) 

was used to label live cells, whereas ethidium homodimer (EthD)-1 was used to mark dead 

cells (red). The scale bar is 200 µm (B) HUVEC viability was calculated for different PEEU 

scaffolds, the account of randomly selected graphs used for analysis was: (n PEEU40 = 6; n PEEU50 

= 6; n PEEU60 = 6; n PEEU70 = 6). There is the same cell viability among all four PEEU scaffolds. 

The data was statistically analyzed by one-way ANOVA result with Tukey's test of multiple 

comparisons. p < 0.05, *. The data is presented as mean ± SD.  

 

4.2.3 Cell morphology analysis of HUVECs 

The morphologies of HUVECs cultivated on various PEEU fiber meshes were stained and 

imaged by a confocal laser scanning microscope. Merged fluorescent images showing actin 

cytoskeleton and nuclear staining in HUVECs are shown in Figure 4-8 (A). The imaging results 

indicated that HUVECs were able to attach well to the various PEEU fiber meshes while 

presenting various morphologies. The cells cultivated on the soft fiber meshes, such as PEEU40 

and PEEU50, showed a flat appearance, whereas on the relatively stiff PEEU60 and PEEU70 

scaffolds, the cells displayed elongated shape, with a higher aspect ratio, as shown in Figure 4-

8 (B). These results were consistent with those of previously published reports, in which 

HUVECs demonstrated more rounded shapes on softer materials and more elongated shapes 

on stiffer materials [68]. 
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Figure 4-8 Morphologies of HUVECs cultivated on different PEEU fiber meshes scaffolds. 

(A) Cell nuclei were dyed blue, whereas F-actin was stained red. (B) The distributions of the 

HUVEC morphology aspect ratios were shown, (n > 200). One-way ANOVA with Tukey's 
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multiple comparisons test was used to statistically evaluate the data. p < 0.001, ***. The data 

is shown as mean ± SD. The scale bar is 50 µm. 

 

4.2.4 HUVEC proliferation assay 

The proliferation of HUVECs cultured on the various PEEU scaffolds was measured by a cell 

counting kit 8 assay. The HUVEC proliferation results for the various PEEU fiber meshes 

materials are presented in Figure 4-9. The densities of cells cultured on the all-prepared 

scaffolds increased with a longer incubation time, and a high density of adhering cells on the 

scaffolds was reached with no significant difference among different PEEU scaffolds after 9 

days culture showed a good proliferation potential of HUVECs on all PEEU scaffolds. On day 

1, The initial number of cells attached to PEEU40 and PEEU70 fiber meshes were similar with 

no significant differences identified. Also, there were no difference between PEEU50 and 

PEEU60 in cell number. Significant differences in cell numbers were observed between 

PEEU40 and PEEU70 scaffolds on the third day of the incubation. On day 6, significant 

differences in HUVEC proliferation were detected among PEEU scaffolds become visible, 

with a significantly increased number of HUVECs cultured on the PEEU70 fiber mesh scaffold 

compared with the number of HUVECs cultured on the PEEU40.  A larger number of HUVECs 

was also observed on the PEEU60 fiber mesh scaffold compared with the numbers of cells 

cultured on PEEU50 with significant difference. Also, cells number of HUVECs on the 

PEEU60 fiber mesh scaffold was higher than that on PEEU40, but this difference showed no 

significant difference. 

These results demonstrated that cell growth occurred at a faster rate on the more elastic PEEU 

fiber mesh scaffolds compared with the less elastic scaffolds, which suggested that scaffolds 

with increased elasticity could promote HUVEC growth. 

The results was in line with the findings of a previously published article, which found that 

substrate stiffness affects EC proliferation through regulating the activation of the SEPT9-Src-

Vav2-Rho A pathway [9]. In addition, substrates characterized by high stiffness can induce the 

nuclear translocation of the transcription factors yes-associated protein (YAP) and TAZ, which 

can stimulate the expression of a large number of downstream target genes, promoting cell 

growth, migration, and angiogenic potential [110-112]. 
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Figure 4-9 HUVEC proliferation rates cultured for different lengths of time on different PEEU 

fiber meshes. The data was statistically examined by one-way ANOVA together with Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons tests. p < 0.05, *; p < 0.001, ***; n = 10. The data is shown as mean ± 

SD. 

 

4.2.5 HUVEC migration  

In addition to chemical and biological cues, the elasticity of the fiber meshes on which cells 

are cultured can also play an important role in the modulation of cell migration. The migration 

trajectories and velocities of HUVECs collected from PEEU40 and PEEU70 fiber mesh 

scaffolds are shown in Figure 4-10. The average migration velocities of cells harvested from 

fiber mesh scaffolds formed using PEEU40 materials and those from fiber mesh scaffolds 

formed using of PEEU70 were 0.058 ± 0.019 and 0.076 ± 0.018 µm/min, respectively, which 

represented a significant difference. These results showed that cells cultivated on the stiffer 

fiber mesh scaffold derived from PEEU70 exhibited a quicker migration rate than cells 

cultivated on the PEEU40 fiber meshes scaffold with a lower elasticity. This result was 

consistent with previous studies [58], and is likely due to the cell sensing and responding to 

fiber meshes stiffness through integrin-binding and the resulting traction forces exerted by 

integrin cytoskeleton interactions [113]. The stiffer materials is thought to contribute to a 

stronger contractile force, inducing increased movement by the cells. 
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Figure 4-10 HUVEC migratory results for cells cultivated on PEEU40 and PEEU70 fiber 

meshes. (A) A time-lapse microscope was used to capture the cell migratory trajectories, which 

were then analyzed by Image J software. (B) The HUVEC velocities were shown (n PEEU40 = 

54; n PEEU70 = 74). Student's t-test was used to statistically assess the data. p < 0.05, *. Results 

are presented as mean ± SD. 

 

4.2.6 Analysis of HUVEC tube formation  
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The enhancement of EC growth and migration improves the capacity of ECs to self-assemble 

into tube like network structures [114]. Angiogenesis is the process of generating new blood 

vessels from existing ones, which is necessary for growth and development, wound healing, 

and the formation of tumors under pathological conditions. A widely used assessment of in 

vitro angiogenesis capabilities is the tube formation assay, which measures the ability of ECs 

to form 3D tube-like structures (capillary-like structures). The tube formation [79, 115] assay 

is a fast, sensitive, and quantifiable method for in vitro measurement of angiogenesis and thus 

can be applied to high throughput screening to identify which factors potentially promote or 

restrain angiogenesis [116]. 

PEEU40 and PEEU70 fiber meshes were used to study how changes in substrate stiffness affect 

the angiogenesis capacity of HUVECs, using the tube formation assay. Photos of a tube 

formation test with capillary like tube formations, are displayed in Figure 4-11 (A), and the 

data analysis results are displayed in Figure 4-11 (B and C). Prominent capillary-like networks 

with a increased number of branching points and longer capillary tube lengths were observed 

in HUVECs harvested from the PEEU70 fiber mesh scaffolds, which generated a greater 

number of closed loops (about 13.6 ± 5.6 per square millimeter), whereas HUVECs collected 

from PEEU40 fiber meshes formed 7.3 ± 2.4 totally closed tubes per square millimeter. The 

total lengths of tubes were approximately 10,000 ± 1,500 µm and 11,500 ± 1,000 µm per field 

of view in cells collected from PEEU40 and PEEU70 fiber meshes scaffolds, respectively.  

The tube formation results revealed that a significantly larger number of closed tubes and a 

significantly much longer total tube length was formed by the cells harvested from the PEEU70 

fiber mesh compared with those formed by cells harvested from the PEEU40 fiber mesh. This 

is likely because stiffer fiber meshes can promote YAP nuclear translocation, which triggers 

the activation of multiple downstream target genes, and subsequently promotes angiogenesis 

[110-112]. The results indicated that compared with the PEEU40 substrate, the PEEU70 

substrate appears to possess an increased proangiogenic potential for the induction of increased 

EC differentiation. 
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Figure 4-11 Tube formation assay of HUVEC. (A) Images showing the tube formation results 

of HUVECs cultivated on PEEU40 and PEEU70 fiber meshes. The scale bar is 200 µm. (B) 

The formation of closed tubes of HUVECs were numbered, and (C) the overall tube length was 

calculated in the acquired photos. (n PEEU40 = 9; n PEEU70 = 10). Student's t-test was used to 

statistically assess the data. p < 0.05, *. Results are expressed as mean ± SD. 

 

4.3 Effects of electrospun fiber meshes stiffness on hADSC 

osteogenic differentiation 

Stem cells are strongly influenced by their environmental niches, and alterations in this 

microenvironment have the potential to dramatically modify cell behaviors and differentiation 
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capacities. This section describes studies performed to examine difference in hADSC viability, 

morphology, nuclear shape, and osteogenic differentiation when hADSCs are grown on fiber 

meshes derived from various PEEUs, which feature different stiffness characteristics. 

 

4.3.1 hADSC viability assay 

Prior to evaluating the effects of different stiffness of PEEU fiber mesh on the osteogenesis of 

hADSCs, the ability of these cells to survive on PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds for the duration of 

the culture period was assessed. All four types of PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds were tested in 

these biological studies. Immunofluorescence cell viability staining revealed that the cell 

distributions were similar on all four types of PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds (Figure 4-12). Over 

90% viability of hADSCs cultured on all four types of PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds. These 

results indicated that the PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds prepared by the electrospinning method 

were relatively biocompatible and could be used to culture hADSCs. 
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Figure 4-12 Images of hADSCs viability after being cultured on different PEEU fiber meshes 

for 6 days incubation in growth medium. Calcine acetomethoxy (AM; green) was used to label 

live cells, whereas ethidium homodimer (EthD)-1 was used to dye dead cells (red). The scale 

bar is 200 µm. 

 

4.3.2 Cell morphology analysis of hADSCs 

hADSCs are capable of differentiating into multiple lineages, a process that is regulated by 

many factors in the ECM. Several research have indicated that cell shape plays an important 

function in determining whether hADSCs commit to an adipocyte or osteoblast lineage. In 

addition, studies have shown that adhered, flattened, and extended hMSCs typically prefer 

osteogenesis, whereas more round cells typically underwent adipogenesis [20].  

Previous studies have shown that cells could be modulated by changes in the ECM elasticity 

[117]. Therefore, the attachment and morphologies of hADSCs cultured on PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds with different elasticities were studied. Merged fluorescent images in which the actin 

cytoskeleton and nuclei of hADSCs were stained are shown in Figure 4-13 (A). The polarized 

morphologies of cell bodies grown on different PEEU scaffolds were assessed by quantifying 

the aspect ratio of the cell body. The results showed that hADSCs were capable of attaching 

well to all of the prepared PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds, although they presented with different 

morphologies on different scaffolds. These findings revealed that the various PEEU fiber 

meshes stiffness were able to modulate hADSC morphologies. The cells exhibited a shorter 

aspect ratio on the soft fiber meshes (such as PEEU40 and PEEU50), whereas, on the stiffer 

PEEU60 and PEEU70 scaffolds, the cells presented larger aspect ratios as shown in Figure 4-

13 (B). As shown by the quantitative data, as the matrix stiffness increased, the cell aspect ratio 

also increased. The data is in agreement with previously published findings [117], and the 

elongated cell morphologies observed on stiffer materials could be attributed to the increased 

formation and organization of the F-actin cytoskeleton [118]. The results implyed that the 

application of stiffer PEEU fibers mesh scaffolds as a culture substrate contributed to the 

elongation of hADSC morphology and might promote osteogenic differentiation. 
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Figure 4-13 Changes in the cell morphology of hADSCs grown on fiber mesh substrates with 

different stiffness characteristics. (A) Fluorescent images showing the morphologies of cells 

cultured on PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 fiber mesh scaffolds. Cell nuclei were 
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dyed blue, whereas F-actin was stained red. The scale bar is 20 µm. (B) Cell aspect ratio 

measured in hADSCs cultured on different fiber mesh scaffolds. The total number of cells that 

were counted of each group was >350. An increased of cell morphology aspect ratio was 

demonstrated with increasing fiber meshes stiffness, yet no statistically significant difference 

was found. The data was statistically analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparisons test 

together with one-way ANOVA. p < 0.001, ***. The data is shown as mean ± SD. 

 

4.3.3 Measurement of hADSC nuclear shape 

The results of the previously described experiments indicated that differences in the stiffness 

of these PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds were associated with significant differences in the shapes 

of hADSCs cultured on these scaffolds. We investigated whether the range of elasticity 

exhibited by our prepared PEEU fiber meshes was also associated with changes in the shape 

of the cell nuclei. Fluorescent images of hADSC nuclei can be observed in Figure 4-14 (A). 

The nuclei of hADSCs were longer on stiffer PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds, and shorter on 

softer PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds. In addition, the nuclei appeared more rounded in hADSCs 

cultured on low elasticity PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds, whereas those grown on high elasticity 

PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds, featured elongated nuclei with expanded shape. Figure 4-14 (B) 

presents the quantification of the nuclear aspect ratios and nuclear sizes from at least 170 

cells grown on each substrate. A clear increase in the nuclear aspect ratio can be observed 

when comparing the soft substrates against the stiff substrates. The nuclear aspect ratios of 

cells grown on fiber mesh scaffolds derived from PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 

materials were 1.5 ± 0.2, 1.5 ± 0.3, 1.6 ± 0.4, and 1.5 ± 0.3, respectively. The nuclear aspect 

ratios measured in cells grown on the stiffer PEEU60 and PEEU70 scaffolds were 

significantly higher than those measured in cells cultured on the softer PEEU40 and PEEU50 

scaffolds. These results are consistent with those of a previously reported study, in which the 

rigidity of a cell substrate was shown to control changes in the nuclear shape [24, 119-121]. 

Changes in the nuclear shape can modulate alterations in the structure and organization of 

chromatin, which can, in turn, modulate the transcription procedure and, consequently, alter 

the differentiation processes of stem cell [20]. These results indicated that the elasticity of the 

PEEU fiber meshes can potentially alter the shape of nuclei, similar to the observed effect of 

mechanical ECM stimulation, which can be transferred from the cell-substrate interface to the 
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cell nuclei to alter cellular functions.
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Figure 4-14 The nuclear shape of hADSCs depends on the stiffness of the PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds. (A) Fluorescent images of hADSCs cultured on different PEEU fiber meshes and 

stained for nuclei (blue). Nuclei become more elongated with the increased stiffness of the 

PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds. The scale bar is 20 µm. (B) Graphical representation of the 

hADSCs nuclear aspect ratios measured in cells cultivated on the all types of PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds. (C) hADSCs grown on various PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds have significantly 

different nuclear sizes. The number of cells of each group counted was >170. One-way 

ANOVA together with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was used to statistically evaluate the 

data. p < 0.05, *；p < 0.01, **; p < 0.001, ***. The data is expressed as mean ± SD. 

 

4.3.4 The high density of hADSCs cultivated on PEEU fiber meshes 

Cell density can also regulate MSC differentiation [122, 123]. Whether hMSCs differentiate 

into adipocytes or osteoblast can be regulated by cell density. Low-density hMSCs prefer 

osteogenesis, whereas cells cultured at high densities have the high potential to become 

adipocytes [124]. 

The effects of cell density should be removed while investigating the impact of fiber mesh 

stiffness on osteogenesis in hADSCs. A high initial seeding density (1 × 105 cells/ cm2) was 

used to achieve a similar high hADSCs density on all PEEU scaffolds. After cell attachment 

was achieved, F-actin and cell nuclei staining were used to assess cell densities on fiber meshes. 

Fluorescent images of hADSCs cultivated on various PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds are shown in 

Figure 4-15 (A). The results showed that hADSCs attached well to all scaffolds, with high 

confluence. The quantitative data showed that no significant differences in the cell confluence 

among the cells cultured on the different fiber mesh scaffolds (Figure 4-15 (B). Therefore, all 

differentiation experiments were performed starting at a similar cell density on all PEEU 

scaffolds. 
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Figure 4-15 hADSC densities on fiber mesh scaffolds. (A) Merged fluorescent images of 

hADSCs cultured on all types of PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds and the cells nuclei were stained 

blue and F-actin was dyed red. Cells were seeded on all of the fiber mesh scaffolds at a high 

density. The scale bar is 200 µm. (B) hADSC densities were measured in representative images. 

(n PEEU40 = 4; n PEEU50 = 3; n PEEU60 = 4; n PEEU70 = 4); The results were statistically evaluated by 

Tukey’s multiple comparisons test together with one-way ANOVA. The data is illustrated as 

mean ± SD. 

 

4.3.5 Osteogenic differentiation assay 

 

ALP activity measurement of hADSCs 

To assess the osteogenesis of hADSCs on different fiber meshes, the activity of bone-specific 

ALP was investigated. The results showed that cells cultivated on the PEEU70 fiber meshes 

had the highest ALP activity, which was markedly higher than those in the other groups (Figure 

4-16). These findings revealed that, as compared to softer PEEU fiber meshes, the fiber meshes 

with a stiffer PEEU fiber meshes could effectively enhance the osteogenesis of hADSCs. 
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Figure 4-16 ALP activity levels were measured in cells cultivated on all types of PEEU fiber 

meshes. ALP activity was normalized to total protein levels. For quantitative analysis, at least 

four samples (n PEEU40 = 5; n PEEU50 = 5; n PEEU60 = 4; n PEEU70 = 6) were used. One-way ANOVA 

with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was used to statistically analyze the data. p < 0.05, *；

p < 0.01, **; p < 0.001, ***. The data is represent as mean ± SD. 

The osteocalcin expression quantification of hADSCs 

The expression of the osteogenesis marker OCN in hADSCs cultivated on PEEU fiber meshes 

for three weeks in competitive differentiation media was measured using an enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit. A trend towards increased OCN levels was observed with 

increased fiber mesh stiffness (Figure 4-17). The OCN levels of cells cultured on the relatively 

stiffer fiber meshes (such as PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70) were much higher than that in 

cells cultivated on the softer fiber mesh (PEEU40). 

 

Figure 4-17 The levels of osteocalcin expression in hADSCs on various PEEU fiber meshes. 

The osteocalcin levels were quantified by ELISA. The results were normalized against total 

protein levels. Stiffer PEEU fiber meshes promotes the osteocalcin expression. Six samples of 

each group used for quantitative analysis. The data was statistically analyzed by one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. p < 0.01, **; p < 0.001, ***. The data is 

represented as mean ± SD. 
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RUNX2 nuclear translocation assessment in hADSCs 

During differentiation processes, MSCs can give rise to several lineages, including myoblasts, 

osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and adipocytes [125]. MSC differentiation is primarily controlled 

by a group of proteins known as master transcriptional regulators [126]. Adipogenesis is 

regulated by peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma (PPARγ), whereas 

osteogenesis, is regulated by runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2, also known as core-

binding factor alpha 1, CBFα1). RUNX2 promotes the differentiation of MSCs into immature 

osteoblasts and stimulates the expression of key bone matrix genes during the early phases of 

osteoblast differentiation. RUNX2 is a transcription factor and exerts its role in the nucleus. To 

evaluate the nuclear translocation of RUNX2, cells were fixed and stained for RUNX2 after 

culturing on PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds for 21 days in 50% (v/v) adipogenesis-inducing media 

and 50% (v/v) osteogenesis-inducing media. 

As shown in Figure 4-18, cells cultivated on PEEU70 fiber meshes displayed a higher RUNX2 

nuclear translocation percentage compared with cells grown on PEEU40, PEEU50, and 

PEEU60 fiber mesh scaffolds. The percentages of RUNX2 nuclear translocation in cells grown 

on PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 fiber mesh scaffolds were 64.8 ± 13.4%, 69.6 ± 

10.0%, 68.7 ± 8.8%, and 89.9 ± 3.5%, respectively. The percentage of nuclear-localized 

RUNX2 (Figure 4-19) in hADSCs cultivated on the PEEU70 scaffold was more higher than 

those in cells cultured on the other PEEU scaffolds, which indicated that hADSCs cultured on 

stiffer PEEU70 scaffolds preferably underwent osteogenic differentiation compared with 

hADSCs cultured on softer scaffolds (PEEU40, PEEU50, and PEEU60). 
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Figure 4-18  Images showing the immunofluorescent staining of RUNX2 expressed by 

hADSCs cultured on different PEEU fiber mesh derived from PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, 

and PEEU70, characterized by different stiffness levels. hADSCs were stained for Nuclei 

(green) and RUNX2 (pink). Cells were grown in a mixed differentiation medium for three 

weeks. The scale bar is 50 µm. 
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Figure 4-19 Analysis of the percentage of nuclear RUNX2-positive hADSCs in culture grown 

on different PEEU scaffolds. Cells were grown in mixed differentiation medium for three 

weeks. At least five randomly selected graphs containing more than 150 cells in each group 

were analyzed using Tukey’s multiple comparisons test together with a one-way ANOVA. p < 

0.05, *; p < 0.01, **.  The data is shown as mean ± SD. 

 

Osteoblast mineralization quantification of hADSCs 

During osteogenic differentiation, cells remodel the surrounding ECM by producing ECM 

proteins and regulators of matrix mineralization. Mature osteoblasts can be characterized by 

the presence of a mineralized matrix due to the deposition of hydroxyapatite crystals [126]. 

To observe the expression of hydroxyapatite, cells were fixed and stained after culturing for 21 

days in 50% (v/v) adipogenesis-inducing media plus 50% (v/v) osteogenesis-inducing media. 

As shown in Figure 4-20 (A), the fluorescence intensity of osteoblast mineralization 

(hydroxyapatite) of hADSCs was enhanced from fiber meshes scaffolds of PEEU40, PEEU50, 

PEEU60 to PEEU70. As shown in Figure 4-20 (B), the fluorescence intensities of 

hydroxyapatite normalized to total cell number, in cells cultured on PEEU40, PEEU50, 
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PEEU60, and PEEU70 fiber mesh scaffolds were 100.0 ± 27.5%, 111.7 ± 23.0%, 149.0 ± 

17.5%, and 157.9 ± 45.8%, respectively. These data indicated that hydroxyapatite fluorescence 

intensity gradually increased from with increasing scaffold stiffness, with the lowest value 

observed for PEEU40, and the highest value observed for PEEU70. The fluorescence 

intensities were found to be significantly different among the PEEU40, PEEU60, and PEEU70 

groups. The results indicated that as the elasticity of the PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds increased, 

the cells deposited an increasing quantity of hydroxyapatite in the ECM, which suggested that 

cells preferably underwent osteogenic differentiation when cultured on PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds with increased elasticity. 
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Figure 4-20 The influence of PEEU fiber mesh stiffness on hADSCs osteoblast mineralization. 

For three weeks, the cells were incubated in a mixed differentiation medium.. (A) Fluorescent 

images showing the osteoblast mineralization of hADSCs cultured on fiber mesh scaffolds 

derived from PEEU40, PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70 and the cells’ nuclei were stained red, 

whereas deposited hydroxyapatite were stained green. The fluorescence intensity of 

hydroxyapatite enhanced as a result of the increased stiffness of PEEU fiber meshes. The scale 

bar is 50 µm in the left row of pictures and 25 µm in the right row of pictures. (B) Quantification 

of hydroxyapatite fluorescence intensity, normalized by cell number, in cells seeded on various 

PEEU fiber meshes. At least ten randomly selected images of each group were used for 

quantitative analysis of osteoblast mineralization; the number of cells in these photos was 

calculated by counting the number of cells nuclei. Results were analyzed by Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test and a one-way ANOVA. p < 0.05, *; p < 0.01, **; p < 0.001, ***.  Results 

are expressed as mean ± SD. 

 

The observed preference of hADSCs cultured on stiffer scaffolds for osteogenic differentiation 

was consistent with previously reported findings, which showed that ECM stiffness regulates 

osteogenic differentiation [127] through the stiffness-induced expression of osteoblast markers, 

such as RUNX2, a helix-loop-helix nuclear factor that initiates the osteogenic differentiation 

of MSCs [128]. In addition, ALP is also highly excreted during osteogenic differentiation [126], 

and OCN is highly expressed during the late osteogenesis stage [91]. In mature osteoblast, cells 

also deposit calcium phosphate into the ECM [91]. The response of MSCs to ECM stiffness 

depends on integrins, the cytoskeleton, and cross-talk among various signal transduction 

pathways. Integrin binding and cytoskeletal organization in MSCs can vary depending on the 

stiffness of the ECM. On stiff ECM, cells transmit mechanical stimuli through the axis of α2 

integrin-ROCK-FAK-ERK1/2, which increases RUNX2 activity, resulting in the osteoblast 

differentiation of MSCs [129]. In summary, hADSCs that were cultured on the stiffer PEEU70 

scaffold demonstrated a preference for osteogenesis compared to cells grown on the softer 

PEEU fiber meshes (PEEU40, PEEU50, or PEEU60).  
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Chapter 5 

 

Conclusions and Outlook 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

Biomaterials are substances that are designed to engage with biological systems in a medical 

setting [41]. Biomaterials might derive from nature or be manufactured in the laboratory and 

can be utilized in a wide range of medical applications to support, enhance, or replace damaged 

tissue or to restore biological functions. Currently, biomaterials are primarily used in the form 

of sutures, scaffolds for medical devices, tissue regeneration, and controlled drug delivery 

systems [42-45]. To fulfil these applications, biomaterials must feature specific characteristics, 

including (1) non-toxicity, (2) an appropriate biodegradation rate, (3) suitable mechanical 

properties [47], (4) the ability to be modified to meet the requirement of the required task, (5) 

and good biocompatibility [46]. 

Previously, the multiblock copolymer PDC was synthesized at our institute through the 

combination of PPDO segments and PCL segments using HDI as a linker. In the final polymer, 

PDC was obtained with a number-average molecular weight of 75 kg⋅mol-1. PDC has low glass 

transition temperatures, which aid in the formation of elastic materials at body temperatures. 

PDC is a viscoelastic and flexible polymer and represents a promising candidate for 

implantation applications. PDC films presented low Young’s modulus (20 ± 1 MPa) values 

and high elongation at break values (εb = 420 ± 30%) [70]. The characterized PDC film was 

found to be a hydrophilic material with a water contact angle of 63 ± 4◦ [70]. In vitro, PDC was 

found to have EC-selective adhesion properties, simultaneously suppressing the attachment of 

smooth muscle cells [70]. Together, these findings indicated that PDC might serve as a good 

candidate for use in implantation designed to restore blood vessels [71]. PDC films might 

possess angiogenic potential in vivo, and has been shown to promote the formation of blood 

vessels in a rat neck and the chorioallantoic membrane of a chicken egg [74, 75]. In summary, 

hydrophilicity, low thrombogenicity [76], the selective enhancement of EC adhesion  [70, 71], 

and pro-angiogenic properties [74, 75] combined to indicate that PDC may represent a 

desirable candidate for blood-interacting uses, such as vascular grafts or EC-selective’ stents. 
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In this thesis, PEEU, composed of PPDO and PCL segments using LDI as a linker, was 

synthesized. Compared with the HDI linker used in PDC, LDI has improved biocompatibility, 

and LDI-based polymers possess reduced cytotoxicity and better hemocompatibility than HDI-

based polymers [94]. The presence of additional hydrogen bonding groups on the ethyl ester 

side group of LDI may improve the hydrophilicity of  LDI-based polymers compared with 

HDI-based polymers [95].  

The degradability, the thermal features, and stiffness of PDC can be adjusted by varying the 

PPDO proportion, and lowering the PPDO wt.% lowered the E-modulus and increased the 

elongation at break. In this thesis, four types of PEEU were synthesized using various PPDO 

weight ratios, ranging between 40 wt.%. and 70 wt.%.  

The biomimetic properties of 3D scaffolds are better than those of 2D substrates because cells 

are exposed to 3D microenvironments in vivo. Moreover, 3D scaffolds, by mimicking the in 

vivo environment, can possess desirable mechanical properties, high porosity and 

interconnectivity, which can be used to incorporate cells and implant them into the human body 

to enhance new tissue formation with limited inflammatory reactions [96]. In addition, fibrous 

PDC scaffolds were shown to behave similar to a textile, adapting to the curvature of tissue 

found at the implantation site better than rigid films. Furthermore, HUVECs cultured on 

micron-scale fibers (2 µm) showed higher adhesion and improved proliferation and viability 

properties compared with HUVECs cultured on submicron-scale fibers (0.5 µm). Therefore, 

micron-scale PDC fibers are considered to be a more promising candidate material for blood-

contacting biomaterial applications compared with submicron-scale fibers [107]. For this 

reason, PEEU scaffolds with micron-sized single fibers (1.4 – 1.7 µm) were fabricated using 

electrospinning method.  

During this study, PEEU scaffolds containing micron-scale fibers (approximately 1.5 µm) and 

similar porosity characteristics (60%) were prepared. The thermal properties of these PEEU 

polymers scaffolds were examined in a previously reported work [107]. The PEEU scaffolds 

exhibited a low glass transition temperature and two melting transition temperatures, at 41°C 

and 92°C, which were similar to those reported for PDC [73]. The glass transition temperatures 

were below body temperature, indicating that PEEU scaffolds are soft and elastic materials, 

that may be promising candidates for body implantation applications. The stiffness of PEEU 

scaffolds could be increased by increasing the proportions of PPDO segments, and a significant 
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difference in the stiffness was identified between PEEU70 and PEEU40. Difference in the E-

modulus of PEEU scaffolds might influence cell behaviors. 

In Section 4.2, the potential use of these fiber mesh scaffolds for angiogenesis applications was 

determined by evaluating the adhesion, migration, growth, and angiogenesis potential of ECs. 

The results of this study supported the theory that ECs are sensitive to the elasticity of materials. 

HUVECs responded differently to fiber meshes made from PEEU materials with varying 

stiffness. The cells cultured on PEEU70 fiber mesh scaffolds presented elongated 

morphologies, promoted cell proliferation and enhanced migratory capabilities, and promoted 

angiogenesis abilities. The fiber meshes derived using PEEU70 may serve as a promising 

candidate for blood vessel regeneration. In addition, this study was able to provide meaningful 

insights into the design and constructing of function-oriented biomimetic fiber meshes 

designed to promote vascular regeneration and repair in the future. 

In Section 4.3, the effects of stiffness of different PEEU fiber meshes on the osteogenesis 

differentiation potential of hADSCs were explored by measuring the protein expression levels 

of osteogenic differentiation markers. The results demonstrated that cells cultured on the stiffer 

fiber meshes (e.g. PEEU70) showed elongated cell shapes and the higher nuclear aspect ratios 

compared with cells cultured on softer fiber meshes (e.g. PEEU40). The increased stiffness of 

the PEEU fiber mesh significantly promoted the osteogenic differentiation of hADSCs. The 

results from this study provided insights into the production of function-oriented biomimetic 

fiber meshes designed to promoted bone regeneration. 

In summary, this study compared four types of PEEU scaffolds with different E-modulus. 

PEEU scaffolds generation was optimized to produce similar micron-scale fiber diameters and 

high porosity characteristics. The PEEU scaffolds showed high elongation potential and were 

soft and elastic when used at human body temperature. PEEU70 scaffolds containing desirable 

stiffness could be used to promote the angiogenic potential of ECs and could be used as 

biomimetic fibrous implants to improve vascular regeneration in the human body. These results 

provided understandings into the production of function-oriented fiber meshes designed to 

enhance bone regeneration. 

 

5.2 Outlook 
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5.2.1 Degradation behavior of PEEU electrospun scaffolds 

The degradability of a polymer is essential for use in biomaterial-based regenerative therapies, 

such as the repair or replacement of articular cartilage defects [72]. The degradability of PDC 

could be adjusted by altering the PPDO composition. PDC was found to experience a linear 

mass loss in both hydrolytic and enzymatic degradation process, and the degradability could 

be modulated by changing the weight ratio between PPDO and PCL in the polymer and by 

adjusting the surface to volume ratio [72, 73]. The reported methods used during these PDC 

degradation experiments could be performed using our present 3D PEEU scaffolds in future 

experiments. 

 

5.2.2 Effects of the fiber orientation of PEEU fiber meshes on endothelial cell 

behaviors 

The alignment of mesh fibers has been shown to increase HUVEC proliferation rate while 

reduces cell viability of HUVEC and SMC [107]. Compared with randomly oriented fibers, 

aligned PDC fibers scaffolds were shown to promote angiogenesis, resulting in the formation 

of new vessels 28 day after implantation, suggesting that the parallel arrangement fibers may 

be a method for the development of biomaterial candidates for use in regenerative applications 

[130]. In summary, aligned fibers might be used as desirable structural signals to influence the 

formation and orientation of newly formed blood vessels.  

In future experiments, the use of aligned PEEU fiber scaffolds warrants exploration in 

comparison with randomly oriented fibers scaffolds to achieve an in-depth understanding of 

how highly aligned microenvironment architectures might impact HUVEC angiogenesis. 

 

5.2.3 Evaluation of the effects of PEEU scaffolds on the angiogenic potential in 

vivo 

In Section 4.2, an in vitro evaluation of the angiogenic potential of PEEU scaffolds was 

performed. The results implied that the PEEU70 fiber meshes possessed a greater 

proangiogenic potential than the other tested substrates. Compared with in vitro systems, the 

in vivo microenvironment is dynamic, and some tissues, such as articular cartilage, exist in 
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low-oxygen environments. Future studies should evaluate the angiogenesis potential of PEEU 

fiber scaffolds in vivo. 

 

5.2.4 PEEU scaffolds for stem cell osteogenic differentiation 

In Section 4.3, we demonstrated that hADSCs cultured on stiffer PEEU electrospun scaffolds 

preferentially underwent osteogenic differentiation. These results suggest that the PEEU70 

scaffold successfully enhanced hADSCs osteogenic differentiation and implied the potential 

use of PEEU70 in applications intended to incorporate hADSCs for the therapy of bone defects. 

However, the lack of a vascular supply could result in decreased cell viability and implant 

failure [131]. Hence, approaches that could be used to vascularize the scaffold must be explored 

during future investigations, such as the co-culture of ECs and osteoblasts in the optimized 

biomaterial scaffolds [132].  
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Chapter 6  

 

Experimental section 

 

6.1 Materials 

PEEU multiblock copolymers, composed of PPDO diols and PCL diols [22]. PEEU(x) is a 

copolymerization of x wt.% PPDO and (100-x) wt.% PCL segments. The composition of PEEU 

was varied, and the weight ratio of the PPDO segments ranged between 40 wt.% and 70 wt.%, 

resulting in the synthesis of four types of PEEU co-polymers materials, referred to as PEEU40, 

PEEU50, PEEU60, and PEEU70. The multiblock polymers were provided by Dr. Karl Kratz, 

Dr. Michael Zierke, and Monique Hannemann from our institute. 

 

6.2 Preparation of polymer scaffolds using the electrospinning 

method 

The electrospinning of the fiber meshes work was performed by Wingtai Tung at HZG institute. 

The fiber meshes derived from different PEEU materials were prepared using the 

electrospinning method. PEEU materials were first dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol solvent, 

according to the concentration shown in Table 1. The resulting polymer solution was used to 

fill a syringe and was filtered through a 1 µm pore membrane before undergoing 

electrospinning. The electrospinning process was carried out inside a custom-made chamber 

with controlled humidity, which was maintained at 20% for the electrospinning of PEEU fibers. 

The PEEU solution was electrospun at a flow rate of 2.12 ml/h and a tip- to- collector distance 

of 25 cm. The collector was a revolving drum wrapped with polypropylene film. To obtain a 

steady Taylor cone, the applied voltage for electrospinning was varied throughout the operation, 

as shown in Table 6-1. The entire duration of PEEU fiber mesh preparation using the 

electrospinning method was approximately 4 h. 

 

Table 6-1 Electrospinning conditions used to generate PEEU materials 
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6.3  Sterilization of scaffolds 

Before performing the other experiments, the obtained fiber meshes generated from PEEU 

materials were sterilized by ethylene oxide method with 10 vol.% ethylene oxide, at 54 ºC, 65% 

relative humidity, 1.7 bar pressure, 3 hours of gas exposure time, and 21 hours of aeration. The 

sterilization was performed by Mario Rettschlag at HZG institute. 

 

6.4 Characterizations 

 

6.4.1 SEM imaging and analysis 

The surface morphologies of the PEEU fiber mesh were examined using a SEM (Phenom G2 

pro, L.O.T.–Oriel, Darmstadt, Germany). First, the PEEU fiber meshes were placed in a 

vacuum oven overnight and coated with 5 nm gold in sputter coater (Polaron SC7640) and then 

were observed at room temperature. The obtained SEM images for the four different samples 

were examined using Image J software version 1.44 (National Institutes of Health) [23]. 100 

individual fibers from each sample were measured to determine the average diameter and 

diameter variation. [24]. 

 

6.4.2  Thermal characterization of PEEU fiber meshes by DSC 

DSC experiments were carried out with a Netzsch DSC 204 (NETZSCH-Geratebau GmbH, 
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Selb/Bavaria, Germany) to characterize the thermal properties of the PEEU fiber mesh 

scaffolds. 5 mg was weighed for each sample and sealed into an aluminum pan. The experiment 

was carried on under nitrogen-atomosphere with a constant heating and cooling rate of 10 

ºC·min-1. The first heating, cooling, and second heating curves,  temperature were range from 

room temperature to 150 ºC, 150 ºC to -100 ºC, and -100 ºC to 150 ºC respectively. The samples 

were first heated up to 150 ºC and hold for 10 min to erase the heat history, and then cooled to 

-100 ºC with another 10 min holding stage, followed by reheating to 150 ºC again. An empty 

aluminum pan was employed as a reference. 

The melting and glass transition temperature were determined by the second heating curve and 

cooling curve, respectively. 

 

6.4.3 Mechanical properties analysis  

A tensile testing method was used to characterize the mechanical characteristics of the fiber 

mesh made from PEEU components. The tensile test was carried  out inside a temperature 

chamber of tensile test apparatus (Zwick GmbH, Ulm, Germany) at 37 °C under dry conditions. 

The fiber meshes (n = 5, mean ± SD) were punched into 1 cm × 4 cm strips. Samples were 

clamped and equilibration at 37 °C in the temperature chamber before the experiment. 

 

6.5 PEEU fiber mesh pre-treatment before cell culture 

For cell culture experiments, PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds were first punched into round shaped 

samples with a diameter of 12 mm using a Biopsy Punch (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

USA) and Sterilization bags were used to pack the items, which were then sterilized. using 

ethylene oxide method as described in section 6.3.  

The PEEU fiber meshes were placed into the wells of 24-well plate (shown in Figure 3-1) and 

were washed 3 times using PBS before cell culture. 
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6.6 HUVEC characterization 

The morphology of HUVECs (Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA) was viewed and captured using 

AxioVision rel. 4.8 software (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). A flow cytometer (MACSQuant®, 

Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) was used to assess cell phenotypes. HUVECs 

were fixed for 15 minutes at room temperature in 4 (w/v) % paraformaldehyde (PFA), then 

permeabilized for 10 minutes with 0.2 vol. % Triton X-100 buffer (Sigma), and incubated with 

rabbit anti-human vWF antibody (DakoCytomation, Denmark), followed by staining with a 

panel of FITC- or PE-conjugated anti-human CD31 (Miltenyi). The corresponding 

fluorochrome-conjugated isotype antibody was used as the negative control. FlowJo software 

was used to process the data. (Tree Star Inc., Ashland OR, USA). 

 

6.7 Cultivation of HUVECs 

HUVECs (Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA) were grown in an EC growth medium (EGMTM, 

Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA) at 37 °C in a humidified environment containing 5 vol.% CO2 

in a cell culture incubator. Every other day, the medium was replaced, and non-adherent cells 

were eliminated. HUVECs were subcultured into fresh flasks after they had attained 

approximately 90% confluence in the culture flasks, using 0.25 vol.% trypsin–EDTA solution. 

 

6.8 Cell seeding 

The HUVECs were seeded at a selected density in 1 mL media onto electrospun fiber meshes 

previously placed in 24-well culture plates. The cells were allowed to attach to the fiber meshes 

overnight, and then the media was replaced with 1 ml of new culture media. The cells were 

incubated at 37 °C with 5 vol.% CO2 in a humidified environment.  

 

6.9 Immunostaining assay  

After a selected culture time, HUVECs were examined by immunofluorescence to determine 

the presence of cell markers. The cells were first fixed for 20 min at room temperature with 4 

vol.% paraformaldehyde (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and then permeabilized for 15 min 
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with 0.2 vol.% Triton X-100 (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). After washing with PBS, 

They were stained for 30 min at room temperature with ActinRed™ 555 (Life Technologies, 

Darmstadt, Germany) to identify the cytoskeleton and Hoechst 33342 (NucBlue® Live 

Reagent, Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) to identify the nucleus. The cells were 

washed three times with 1× PBS, each time for 10 min. After that, the samples were then 

mounted and examined using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 780, Carl Zeiss, Jena, 

Germany). 

 

6.10 HUVEC morphology assessment method 

HUVECs were seeded at a density of 5.0 × 104 per 1 cm2 onto the various electrospun PEEU 

fiber meshes to analyze cell shape. After 3 days of culture, The cells were fixed for 

immunofluorescence staining. Image J was used to examine the cell aspect ratios (National 

Institutes of Health, USA). 

 

6.11 HUVEC proliferation method 

The Cell Counting Kit-8 test was used to count the number of HUVECs cultivated on fiber 

meshes made from PEEU materials (CCK-8; Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan). 

HUVECs were seeded onto the PEEU fiber meshes at a density of 1 × 105 cells per fiber mesh 

scaffold. At selected time points after cell seeding (1, 3, 6, and 9 days post-seeding), the culture 

media were replaced with culture media containing 10 vol.% CCK-8 solution, and the samples 

were incubated for 2 h at 37 °C. Then, the absorbance at 450 nm was measured using a 

microplate reader (Biotek, Winooski, VT, USA), and cell numbers were calculated using a 

standard curve. 

 

6.12 HUVEC migration method 

To analyze the migration of HUVECs, 1 × 104 live cells were first seeded onto the various fiber 

meshes generated using PEEU materials. After 7 days of culture, the cells were collected with 

0.25 vol.% trypsin and EDTA solutions, and reseeded into the wells of a 24-well tissue culture 

plate at a concentration of 2.0 × 104 per milliliter of growth media. The nuclei of the cells were 
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then dyed in cell growth media with Hoechst 33342 nuclear dye (NucBlueTM Live 

ReadyProbesTM Reagent, Thermofisher scientific, Eugene, OR USA) to image cells for 

tracking analysis. The medium was replaced, and cell migration was monitored by a time lapse 

microscopy, a IX81 motorized inverted optical microscopy (Olympus Co., Hamburg, Germany) 

with a enclosure incubator suitable for a 24-well plate to maintain cell growth at 37 °C in a 

humidified environment containing 5 vol.% CO2. For more than 15 hours, Cell movement was 

monitored. Image J program (National institutes of health, United states of America) was used 

to assess the migratory paths and velocities, together with the ‘chemotaxis and migration tool’ 

and ‘manual tracking’ software plugins (ibidi GmbH, Martinsried, Germany). 

 

6.13 Tube formation assay for HUVECs 

The cells used to perform the tube formation assay were collected from cultures grown onto all 

the various PEEU fiber meshes for a week. The wells of a 24 wells cell culture plate were 

initially treated with the Geltrex Matrix reagent (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany), as 

recommended by the manufacturer, 200 µL Geltrex Matrix reagent was used for each well to 

measure the tube development of HUVECs. The Geltrex Matrix pre-treated wells were then 

seeded with 7 × 104 HUVECs. For each well, medium was added to each well to bring the total 

volume to 500 μL. The generated closed tubes and total tubes length were recorded using 

AxioVision rel. 4.8 software (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) after 18 hours of incubation. The 

number of established enclosed tubes was observed, and the length of the total tubes was 

calculated by Image J software (National institutes of Health, USA) coupled with the software 

plugin ‘Angiogenesis Analyzer’ in each well after pictures were obtained in randomly selected 

observation areas.  

 

6.14 Human adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs) isolation and 

culture 

Human adipose tissue was acquired from a female donor who underwent abdominal liposuction 

surgery and was obtained with the consent of the donor for use in research (No.: EA2/127/07; 

Ethics Committee of the Charité  Universitätsmedizin, Berlin, permission dated 17th.Oct.2008). 
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The isolation and culture of hADSCs from human adipose tissues was carried out as mentioned 

earlier [133].  

The hADSCs were expanded at 37 °C in hADSC culture medium (ADSCTM growth medium, 

Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA) in a humidified environment incubator with 5 vol.% CO2. 

Following incubation, the media was changed every two days until the cells achieved 

approximately 90% confluence. The cells were then digested with 0.25 vol.% trypsin–EDTA 

solution, separated at 300 ×g for 5 minutes, re-suspended in culture media, and seeded in new 

flasks.  

 

6.15 Assay of cell viability  

And in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, a LIVE/DEAD® Viability and 

Cytotoxicity Kit for mammalian cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to measure 

cell viability. cells were planted onto the PEEU fiber mesh scaffolds (2 × 105 cells per scaffold). 

Cell viability was evaluated 7 days after culture by exposing cells to a LIVE and DEAD reagent 

(4 mM Calcein AM-green; live cells and 2 mM Ethidium homodimer-1-red; dead cells) for 30 

minutes at room temperature. After that, the cells were examined using a laser scanning 

microscopy (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). 

 

6.16 Morphology of hADSCs and their nuclei 

hADSCs were planted onto PEEU fiber meshes at a density of 5.0 × 104 per square centimeter 

and fixed with 4 (w/v) % paraformaldehyde after three days culture to evaluate cell and nuclear 

morphology following culture on the fiber meshes surface. Image J (National Institutes of 

Health, USA) software was used to assess the cell and nuclear morphology after they were 

cultivated on the scaffold material surface. Area and circumference measurements were 

obtained by manually tracing cell boundaries using NIH ImageJ software. 

 

6.17 Differentiation assay 

For the differentiation study, 1 × 105 / cm2 hADSCs were seeded onto the PEEU fiber meshes. 

The scaffolds were shifted to a new well of a 24-well plate after three days of culture,. Then, 
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the cells were incubated in a 1:1 (v/v) ratio of osteogenic (StemPro Osteogenesis differentiation 

kit) and adipogenic (StemPro Adipogenesis differentiation kit) induction media. Every three 

days, the induction media were replaced. The cells were grown in the mixed induction media 

for three weeks to evaluate the hADSC osteogenic differentiation. The samples were then fixed 

for 15 minutes at room temperature with 4 (w/v) % paraformaldehyde, permeabilized for 10 

minutes with 0.2 vol. % Triton X-100 solution, and stained. Area and circumference 

measurements were obtained by manually tracing cell boundaries using NIH ImageJ software. 

 

6.18 Alkaline phosphatase assay 

For three weeks, hADSCs on all various PEEU fiber meshes were grown in the mixed 

competitive differentiation media. The cells were lysed and the supernatant was collected for 

use in an alkaline phosphatase test kit (Abcam, Berlin, Germany), which employs p-nitrophenyl 

phosphate (pNPP) as a phosphatase substrate. 30 μL of the cell lysate was added in a 96-wells 

plate. Upon addition of 50 μL assay buffer and 50 μL pNPP, plates were protected from direct 

light and incubated at ambient temperature for 1 h. Finally, 20 μL Stop Solution (3N NaOH) 

were added to stop the reaction. Tecan Infinite® 200 PRO microplate reader (Tecan 

Deutschland GmbH, Germany) measured the plate at 405 nm. The total protein quantity was 

used to normalize the data. 

 

6.19 Osteocalcin expression assay 

The osteogenesis of hADSCs on all various PEEU fiber meshes was also investigated utilizing 

an enzyme-linked immunosorbent test (ELISA) to measure osteocalcin (OCN) expression. The 

hADSCs were grown for three weeks in the mixed competitive differentiation media for three 

weeks before being lysed with a RIPA lysis and extraction solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Massachusetts, USA) including a cocktail of 1× halt protease and phosphatase inhibitors 

cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA). The protein in the supernatant was 

collected and quantified with a BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bonn, 

Germany) after the lysate was centrifuged at 15000 ×g for 15 minutes. The human osteocalcin 

ELISA kit (Invitrogen, California, USA) was used to quantify the osteocalcin in the supernatant, 

which was standardized by the quantify of total protein determined using a BCA protein assay              
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6.20 Mineralization assay 

Osteogenesis could also be determined by staining with the OsteoImage™ Mineralization 

Assay kit (Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA), which can be carried out to visually detect and 

quantitate in vitro mineralization by osteogenic stem cells. The hADSCs on the PEEU fiber 

meshes were grown in the mixed competitive differentiation medium for three weeks and then 

were fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) for 20 

minutes. Samples were stained with OsteoImage™ Staining Reagent (Lonza, Walkersville, 

MD, USA) in the dark at room temperature for 30 minutes and Hoechst 33342(Life 

Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) was used to stan the cell nucleus of each well. The stained 

samples were scanned using a confocal laser scanning microscopy (LSM 780, Carl Zeiss, Jena, 

Germany) after being rinsed three times with 1× PBS and then. Image J software (National 

Institutes of Health, USA) was used to do a quantitative measurement of the fluorescence 

intensity of the stained hydroxyapatite. The fluorescence intensity was normalized by the cell 

number. 

 

6.21 RUNX2 immunostaining  

hADSCs on fiber mesh scaffolds were cultured for the designated number of days, then fixed 

for 15 minutes with 4 (w/v) % paraformaldehyde (Sigma), permeabilized for 10 minutes with 

0.25 (v/v) % Triton X-100 (Sigma), and blocked for 1 hour at room temperature with 5 (w/v) % 

BSA (Invitrogen) in 1× PBS. Primary antibodies RUNX2 (mouse monoclonal, Abcam, Berlin, 

Germany) were incubated for 4 hours at room temperature before being washed three times 

with 1 × PBS for 10 minutes each time. Then, at room temperature, a secondary antibody 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) was added and incubated for 1 hour. Hoechst 

33342 (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) was used to stain the nuclei for 20-30 minutes 

at room temperature. A laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSM710, Carl Zeiss, Germany) 

was used to examine the fluorescence images. RUNX2 nuclear localization was analyzed by 

comparing fluorescence intensity in the nucleus and cytoplasm of each cell using ImageJ 

(National Institutes of Health). Cells with nuclear/cytoplasm fluorescence ratio > 1.5 were 

defined as RUNX2 active cells. 
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6.22 Statistical analysis and error consideration 

A two-tailed independent-samples t-test was used to compare the two groups statistically. One-

way analysis of variance (ANOYA) was used to assess differences among three or more 

independent groups, followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. GraphPad Prism software 

(Version 7.04, GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) was used to conduct the 

statistical analysis. Statistical significance was defined as a p < 0.05 level of significance. The 

number of repetitions for each experiment is reflected in the figure legends for each test. Data 

are showed as the mean and standard deviation. The error related to methods was estimated as: 

± 0.5 ºC for temperature controller for DSC. 
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